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niques developed here are applicable to other holographic recording techniques which uti-
lize a steep-angled reference beam. The technical issues involved with edgelit holography
using a glass block recording method and DuPont photopolymer recording materials are
described. The considerations and procedures for scaling the size of the edgelit hologram
up to 20.3 x 25.5 cm (8 xlO in) (400% larger than previously demonstrated) are given.
Collimated reference beam, and phase-conjugate illumination techniques are used to
record transfer images of three-dimensional objects in two steps, and techniques for
obtaining true-color holographic diffusers are described. Finally, a coupled H1-H2 edgelit
hologram recording method is described which has potential applications for the mass-
production of holographic diffusers and stereograms.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Application of the edgelit hologram format can solve some of the illumination problems
associated with display holography. Major development of the edgelit (also known as,
edge-illuminated or steep-angled) hologram technique started just over 10 years ago.
However, in terms of size and color control, the capabilities of the edgelit hologram still
do not equal those of conventional reflection or transmission display holograms, so they
are not generally utilized for display applications. The purpose of this research is to extend
the capabilities of edgelit holography, and provide practical methodology to enable the
format to become a practical tool for visualization.
During the past 35 years, the capabilities of conventional transmission and reflection
display holograms have been extended to provide meaningful full-color autostereo three-
dimensional visualizations of data and imagery using computer graphic and stereographic
techniques. These holograms are available in sizes up to 1 x 2 meters, with 20 x 25 cm (8
x 10 inch) and 30 x 40 cm images being more common. However, even with these techni-
cal advances, holographic displays are still not widely used. Primary reasons for limited
acceptance of holographic displays are their dependence on an external light source, and
their susceptibility to image blur from extraneous lights in the display environment--prob-
lems which can be solved by an edgelit hologram displays.
Practical applications, and the commercial development of the edgelit hologram for-
mat are hindered by the technique's size capabilities. The largest edgelit holograms on
record have been sized 10.1 x 12.7 cm (4 x 5 in) or smaller, which is too small for a range
of display applications in scientific visualization or medical imaging. The primary goal of
this research was to scale the size of the edgelit hologram format to at least a 20 x 25 cm (8
x 10 inch) imaging capability--this has been achieved. In addition to scaling, Lippmann
color (reflection) methods have been investigated and a coupled Hl-H2 edgelit hologram
recording technique has been developed which may prove useful for mass-production of
holographic diffusers and stereograms.
Chapter 2 provides background information about display holography and edgelit
hologram research in particular. A description of the general nature of holographic imag-
ing techniques is given, including, illumination and recording geometries, fringe structure,
and optical characteristics. Chapter 3 describes key issues specific to the edgelit format
and this research, including: the use of DuPont photopolymer recording materials, polar-
ization, critical angle, Fresnel reflections, and irradiance calculation. Chapter 4 provides
theoretical analysis of the problems involved with scaling and Lippmann color techniques
as applied to edgelit holography, as well as considerations for recording block design, col-
limation, and phase-conjugate illumination. Chapter 5 describes the experimental proce-
dures, and the results achieved from scaling the size of the edgelit format up to 20 x 25 cm
(8 x 10 inch); the applicability of Lippmann color techniques for the edgelit format; and
the development of an coupled Hl-H2 edgelit hologram recording technique. Finally,
Chapter 6 provides some concluding remarks and suggestions for future research.
Chapter 2
Background
Section 2.1 is a listing of major work done in display holography with emphasis on the
development of edgelit techniques for display applications. Section 2.2 provides a com-
parison of general characteristics between the three main types of display holograms:
transmission, reflection, and edgelit. Section 2.3 provides an overview of Lippmann color
holography.
2.1 Seminal work in display holography
There has been extensive research on other techniques related to the edgelit recording
geometry such as Total Internal Reflection (TIR) and Evanescent Wave holography. For
additional information on these techniques, other documents [3, 5, 8, 15, 19] contain refer-
ences on these subjects. For the purposes of this document, the author has chosen to focus
on the research being developed by the scientists mentioned below.
2.1.1 Transmission holography
In-Line Technique
In 1947 Dennis Gabor invented a method of wavefront reconstruction which captures both
the amplitude and phase of the light reflected by an object [12]. He named the technique
"holography," and later received the Nobel Prize for his work. The technique Gabor dem-
onstrated is referred to as "in-line" or "on-axis," which describes the geometry of the opti-
cal recording setup. When an on-axis image is reconstructed, however, the illumination
source and the object wavefront overlap, making the image uncomfortable to view. This is
one reason why on-axis holograms are not generally used for display applications.
Qff-Axis Technique
In 1963 Leith and Upatnieks[23] published a paper describing "off-axis" transmission
holography and, in 1964, created images for display purposes. The off-axis geometry posi-
tions the light source away from the hologram's normal axis, allowing comfortable view-
ing during image playback. In their 1966 paper, Leith et al. [23] characterize the structure
of interference fringes and describe the basic optical properties of holograms. They dis-
cuss wavelength and angular selectivity, and the effects of emulsion shrinkage, and call
attention to the "inaccessible zone" where holographic recording geometries can not go
when recording with a reference beam in air. Leith and Upatnieks extended holography
into the realm of image display, however, it was still unavailable to the public as a visual-
ization tool because standard transmission holograms require a monochromatic light
source to correctly reconstruct imagery. When illuminated with white light, these holo-
grams produce strong chromatic blur.
Benton's "Rainbow" Technique
In 1969, Benton [1] invented the "Rainbow" recording technique. This technique provides
white-light viewing of off-axis transmission holograms by reducing the vertical compo-
nent of the image information (thereby reducing the vertical parallax) to band-limit the
chromatic blur. Benton's technique enabled the development and production of full-color,
white-light-viewable transmission holograms, which fostered the growth of the embossed
display hologram industry and the acceptance of holography as a visualization tool. Most
display holograms used for visualization, security, and advertising utilize the rainbow
technique-including embossed holograms for credit cards and packaging, and large for-
mat imagery up to 1x2 meters.
2.1.2 Reflection holography
In 1963, Yuri Denisyuk [9] discovered the reflection recording technique. This technique
is essentially the same as a color photographic technique invented by Lippmann [26].
Denisyuk extended that technique by the use of laser light sources. Reflection holograms,
particularly those with thick photosensitive layers, are inherently more wavelength selec-
tive (i.e., their images have less bandwidth and chromatic dispersion) than the on-axis and
off-axis transmission types. This allows white-light viewing of imagery with limited chro-
matic blur. Reflection holograms offer full-parallax view zones, i.e., full perspective range,
and their reconstruction geometry is convenient for display applications. This technique
requires high-resolution recording materials and it's fringe structure is susceptible to the
effects of photosensitive layer shrinkage caused by processing. Recently, the availability
of environmentally stable high-resolution panchromatic recording materials has enabled
the production of full-color reflection display holograms of high quality.
2.1.3 Edgelit holography
The "edge illuminated," or "edgelit," technique was first demonstrated by Lin [25] in
1970. The difficulties of the technique (as reported by Birner[5], who describes a personal
conversation with Lin), caused Lin to abandon his efforts to pursue other work. The effects
of "woodgrain" (induced by Fresnel reflections) was cited as the main reason for his deci-
sion.
In the late 1980s, Upatnieks received patents [37] involving edgelit holography. He
references this work in 1988 paper [38], "Compact holographic sight." In this paper, he
describes a setup which utilized a glass block edgelit geometry (Figure 2.1) for recording
10.1 x 12.7 cm (4 x 5 in) monochromatic holograms, a grating image combiner, and a
laser-illuminated display device.
Object
beam
Emulsion
Substrate
Glass block
Reference
beam
Figure 2.1: Upatnieks's glass block edgelit recording geometry (reflection-mode).
The reference beam directly illuminates the emulsion through the
edge of the glass block.
In 1989, members of the MIT Media Lab, Benton and Birner, undertook research on
edgelit display holograms. In Birner's thesis [5], "Steep reference angle holography," she
describes many of the practical considerations of the block recording geometry. She used a
glass block geometry similar to the one documented by Upatnieks, and introduced a three-
step recording technique to produce the first white-light-illuminated edgelits. A 10.1 x
12.7 cm (4 x 5 in) edgelit of a three-dimensional object was demonstrated on a 2.5 cm
thick Polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) block. Recordings were made on Agfa 8E75 sil-
ver-halide plates using a He-Ne laser. A patent was later awarded to Benton and Birner [2]
for a multi-color edgelit display.
In 1990, Benton et al. [3] reported their research on "Edge-lit rainbow holograms."
This paper introduces an immersion tank recording geometry (Figure 2.2) which reduces
the effects caused by Fresnel reflections, and discusses some of the polarization-dependent
characteristics of the edgelit hologram. White-light-illuminated 10.1 x 12.7 cm (4 x 5 in)
rainbow holograms were demonstrated on 1.3 cm thick PMMA blocks.
In 1991, Farmer et al. [10] reported their work in a paper entitled "The application of
the edge-lit format to holographic stereograms." They extended the imaging capability of
edgelits to Ultragram [14] stereogram techniques and described an improved tank record-
ing geometry. Farmer's thesis [11], published later that year, discussed the tank recording
geometry in more detail but placed major emphasis on the stereogram techniques.
Figure 2.2: Farmer et al.'s improved version of the immersion tank recording geometry.
The size and geometry of the tank effectively moves most Fresnel reflections away from the emulsion.
In 1991, Huang et al. [16] published a number of papers about waveguide holograms
(WGH). Figure 2.3 below depicts a WGH and the zig-zagging of undiffracted light via
total internal reflection (TIR) in the block. Huang et al. discuss the WGH's characteristic
"multimode blurring," which blurs deep imagery. This effect is caused by imperfect recon-
struction of the reference wavefront. They demonstrated 6.4 x 6.4 cm white-light and
laser-illuminated images recorded using a block geometry (as in Figure 2.1) on Agfa 8E75
silver-halide plates using a He-Ne laser with PMMA and glass recording blocks.
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Figure 2.3: Waveguide hologram reconstruction geometry. Undiffracted light is
guided along the block via total internal reflection.
A 1991 paper by Phillips et al. [30] gives an overview of the edgelit technique and
some of the relevant issues. This paper describes a "True edge-illumination geometry"
using a collimated reference beam of 514 nm light launched directly into a 2-3 mm thick
photopolymer-coated glass plate with polished edges. They also give the first description
of some of the promising phenomena associated with DuPont's photopolymer recording
material (Chapter 3).
Upatnieks [39] wrote another paper in 1992 elaborating on his previous edgelit
paper. He lists more display and recording block geometries as well as his techniques for
index matching and noise reduction. He describes using mirrors on the far surface of the
block to aid beam expansion (and/or collimate the light source), and at the input end to
allow for a reference beam with reduced angle of incidence. He also discusses "recycling"
the undiffracted illumination light (as in the WGH above), which increases image bright-
ness, however, at the expense of image clarity.
In 1992, Kubota et al. [21] published "Method for reconstructing a hologram using a
compact device." They describe using an edgelit grating to collimate and introduce the ref-
erence beam into a recording block and they discuss the inter-relation between polariza-
tion and diffraction efficiency. They demonstrated a laser diode-illuminated hologram
mounted to a 10 x 10 x 1 cm glass block coupled to a 1 x 1 x 10 cm illumination/collima-
tion block. Recordings were made on Agfa 8E75 plates using a laser diode (k = 672 nm)
source.
At a 1993 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers (SPIE) symposium,
Henrion [15] demonstrated a 10.1 x 12.7 cm (4 x 5 in) three-color rainbow edgelit
mounted onto a 1.3-cm PMMA block recorded with the Media Lab's immersion tank
using Agfa 8E75 plates and a He-Ne laser.
Also in 1993, a paper by Phillips et al. [31] discussed some of the materials issues
involved with the edgelit's extremely steep reference angles and the authors' observations
using DuPont's photopolymer recording materials. In particular, they described the self-
induced index matching and fluorescence characteristics of this photopolymer.
Later in 1993, Ueda et al. [35], in "Edge-illuminated color holograms," described
image blur of transmission and reflection-mode edgelits and mention the possibility of
recording with three laser wavelengths. The authors demonstrate a 10.1 x 12.7 cm (4 x 5
in) three-color rainbow edgelit recorded on a block using Agfa 8E75 silver-halide plates
and a krypton laser source (k = 647nm).
In 1995, Henrion's [15] thesis "Diffraction and exposure characteristics of the
edgelit hologram," characterized the optical properties of edgelits with an emphasis on
rainbow technique. She also discusses the similarities between waveguided, evanescent,
and edgelit holograms. She demonstrated 10.1 x 12.7 cm (4 x 5 in) rainbow and in-situ
color [40] edgelits recorded on Agfa 8E75 plates with a He-Ne laser using the immersion
tank geometry.
In 1996, Coleman et al. [8] published "Holograms in the extreme edge illumination
geometry." They discuss fringe structure, their transition to a direct-illumination scheme,
more information about photopolymer's effects and characteristics, and introduce a new
prism recording method. In their experiments, they tested various versions of DuPont's
photopolymer materials using a krypton (k = 647nm) laser but do not describe the size of
their imagery.
In 1998, Ueda et al. [36] published an update on their investigation into edgelit
image blur. They conclude that edgelit holograms have more image blur than other types.
They also recommend that transmission-mode rainbow holograms are better suited for
color applications than the reflection-mode type (Section 2.2.2) in terms of image blur.
Their experiments were carried out using 10.1 x 12.7 cm (4 x 5 in) silver-halide plates
made with a krypton (k = 647nm) laser.
In 1998, Kihara et al. [18] presented their work on a "One-step edge-lit transmission
holographic stereogram printer." This effort demonstrated their conversion of Sony's one-
step printer into the edgelit mode. Monochromatic edgelits were demonstrated on 10 x 10
x 2 cm glass blocks and 5 cm diameter cylinders made using photopolymer recording
materials.
2.2 Comparison of display hologram types
Most holographic recording methods share the basic qualities of fringe formation and
recording via wavefront interference, and subsequent wavefront reconstruction via diffrac-
tion. This section provides an overview of the characteristics of conventional and edgelit
display hologram types.
2.2.1 Illumination geometry
Conventional display holograms require illumination by a single distant light source with
specific orientation to the hologram in order to correctly reconstruct the image for the
viewer. Figures 2.4 through 2.6 depict the illumination geometries for transmission, reflec-
tion and edgelit holograms, respectively.
The illumination geometries of transmission (Figure 2.4) and reflection (Figure 2.5)
holograms require a large installation area and often pose confusing logistics for people
considering holograms for visualization applications. These illumination issues are major
drawbacks to using conventional holographic displays in public spaces with uncontrolled
lighting environments. Unless these holograms are viewed in darkened areas with con-
trolled lighting, elaborate (and often expensive) light-blocking viewing systems may need
to be used.
The edgelit hologram depicted in Figure 2.6 is illuminated by a source oriented at a
very steep angle with respect to the photosensitive layer. Due to the steep-angled illumina-
tion beam, this configuration can be very compact and is unaffected by external light
sources. Thus, edgelit displays can be viewed in bright, well-lit environments and in areas
with limited physical space.
Figure 2.4: Typical transmission hologram display geometry. Light is
modulated toward the viewer as it is transmitted through the hologram.
(The hologram substrate is not shown, and angles are specified as measured in air.)
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Figure 2.5: Typical reflection hologram display geometry. Light is
modulated toward the viewer as it is reflected by the hologram.
(The hologram substrate is not shown, and angles are specified as measured in air.)
Figure 2.6: Typical edgelit hologram (transmission-mode) display geometry.
Light (incident at a steep angle) is modulated toward the viewer as it is transmitted through the hologram.
(The hologram substrate is not shown, and angles are specified as measured in air.)
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2.2.2 Recording geometry
The orientation of the reference (hereafter referred to as "REF" in diagrams) wavefront
with respect to the object (hereafter referred to as "OBJ" in diagrams) wavefront deter-
mines the physical parameters of the reconstruction geometry and the structure of the
fringe pattern produced. The shape of the reference and object wavefronts will affect
fringe structure, but the angular separation of their wavefronts is the main determinant of
fringe orientation.
In the examples to follow, the object and reference wavefronts are considered colli-
mated (located at infinity). Only one ray of light, and a small section of the recording
material is depicted in diagrams for clarity. 3600 angle convention is used, and object
wavefronts (beams) are oriented perpendicular (00) to the plane of the recording material
(film plane) unless otherwise specified.
Transmission and reflection holograms
A transmission hologram can be recorded when the object and reference beams are coinci-
dent at the photosensitive layer from the same side of the plate as depicted in Figure 2.7. A
reflection hologram can be recorded when the reference and object beams are coincident
at the photosensitive layer from opposite sides of the plate as in Figure 2.8.
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Figure 2.7: Typical transmission hologram recording geometry. Reference and object beams
illuminate the photosensitive layer from the same side.
(The hologram substrate is not shown, and angles are specified as measured in air.)
Figure 2.8: Typical reflection hologram recording geometry. Reference and
object beams illuminate the photosensitive layer from opposite sides.
(The hologram substrate is not shown, and angles are specified as measured in air.)
Figure 2.9: Typical reflection-mode edgelit hologram recording geometry. Reference and
object beams illuminate the photosensitive layer from opposite sides, but at a steep angle.
(The hologram substrate is not shown, and angles are specified as measured in air.)
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Transmission-mode and reflection-mode edgelit holograms
Figure 2.9 (above) is a schematic diagram of an edgelit recording geometry. The steep-
angled reference beam of the edgelit can illuminate the photosensitive layer from either
side depending on the orientation recording geometry. Thus, by the definitions above, the
edgelit can be recorded as either a transmission or reflection hologram. With conventional
holograms, the differences in optical characteristics of reflection and transmission holo-
grams are very apparent and distinct (as will be shown below). However, with the edgelit
hologram, the differences between the two recording modes, in terms of their optical char-
acteristics, are slight, and reflection or transmission-mode edgelit holograms demonstrate
similar optical characteristics.
2.2.3 Fringe structure
During the recording process a standing-wave interference (fringe) pattern is generated
where the reference beam and object beam interfere within the recording layer. This pat-
tern can be recorded by a high-resolution photosensitive material. The fringe pattern's ori-
entation, orfringe angle, is described by the following relationship:
0OBJ-E + 9REF - E
2
where Ofis the angle at which the fringes are oriented in the photosensitive layer as mea-
sured from the perpendicular to the plane of the photosensitive layer, and 0OBJ-E and 0 REF-
E are the angles of the object and reference beams within the photosensitive layer.
The distance between individual irradiance peaks in the pattern, the fringe spacing,
as measured parallel to the film plane, is described by the equation
d= - nn ,(2.2)
sinOBJ - E - sin 0 REF - El
where d is the distance between the fringes, k is the recording wavelength, n is the index
of refraction of the photosensitive layer, and eOBJ-E and 6 REF-E are the angles of the object
and reference beams measured within the recording layer. The spatial frequency of the
fringes is given by
f = -, (2.3)d'
where f is the spatial frequency in cycles per unit distance d.
The perpendicular fringe spacing which becomes important when working with
fringe structures that are oriented more or less parallel to the film plane (as they are for
reflection holograms) is given by
s 2 _ IOOBJ E-OREF -(E2
A 2/n 2
where A is the perpendicular fringe spacing, k is the recording wavelength, n is the index
of refraction of the photosensitive layer, and 0 0BJ-E and 0 REF-E are recording angles of the
object and reference beams within the photosensitive layer.
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Figure 2.10: Interference fringe structure of a conventional transmission hologram.
Note how the fringes are oriented more or less perpendicular to plane of the photosensitive layer.
Transmission holograms
Applying Snell's law and the equations above to a typical transmission recording geome-
try, where 9 OBJ = 00, OREF = 3150, nair = 1, nmaterial = 1.493, and , = 532nm, we deter-
mine the following:
OBJ-E = 00 and 0REF-E = 331.70; fringe angle, Of= 165.90; fringe spacing,
d = 0.75 [m; spatial frequency, f = 1333 cycles/mm.
Figure 2.10 above depicts the geometric orientation of a transmission hologram's fringe
structure. Note how the orientation of the transmission hologram's fringe structure is more
or less perpendicular to the film plane. This orientation makes the fringe structure resistant
to the effects of photosensitive layer shrinkage (Section 2.2.4).
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Figure 2.11: Interference fringe structure of a conventional reflection hologram. Fringes are
oriented more or less parallel to the plane of the photosensitive layer.
Reflection holograms
Applying Snell's law and the equations above to a typical reflection recording geometry,
where 0OBJ = 00, 0 REF = 2250, nair = 1, nnmaterial = 1.493, and X, = 532nm, we determine
the following:
OBJ-E = 00 and 0REF-E = 208.30; fringe angle, Of= 104.20; fringe spacing,
d = 0.75 Lm and A = 0.18 jim; and spatial frequency, f = 5464 cycles/mm.
Figure 2.11 depicts the geometric orientation of a reflection hologram's fringe structure.
Note how the reflection hologram's fringes are aligned nearly parallel to the film plane. In
this orientation, fringes form in layers within the thickness of the photosensitive layer.
Holograms with this characteristic fringe structure are classified as having a "thick" pho-
tosensitive layer. Most transmission holograms do not qualify for this classification
because their fringes are orientated nearly perpendicular to the film plane, so their fringes
do not overlap very much; thus, they are usually classified as "thin" holograms. The crite-
rion for whether a hologram is thick or thin is given by the Q- factor as
Q = 2k, (2.5)
nd2'in d
where k, is the recording wavelength, t is the photosensitive layer thickness, n is the
index of refraction of the material, and d is the fringe spacing. A hologram with a Q of 10
or more is considered to be thick. The optical qualities of reflection, and other "thick"
holograms, are influenced by Bragg selectivity, which will be described in Section 2.2.5.
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Figure 2.12: Interference fringe structure of a typical reflection-mode edgelit hologram.
Fringes are oriented more or less at a 450 angle to the plane of the photosensitive layer.
Edgelit holograms
Applying Snell's law and the equations above to a typical reflection-mode edgelit record-
ing geometry, where 0OBJ:= 00, 0 REF = 950, nair = 1, nmaterial = 1.493, t = 15 tm, and 1 =
532nm, we determine the following:
OBJ-E = 00 and eREF-E = 91.70; fringe angle, 6 Fringe = 45.80; fringe spacing,
d = 0.36 jim and A = 0.25 jim; and spatial frequency, f= 2777 cycles/mm,
and Q-factor; Q = 258.
Figure 2.12 depicts the geometric orientation of an edgelit hologram's fringe structure.
Figure 2.13: Schematic of steep-angled reference beam totally reflected by an interface and
the resulting spurious fringes fonned, i.e., the primary, secondary and
total internal reflection (TIR) fringes.
Spurious fringes
In reality, the edgelit hologram has a much more complicated fringe structure than
described above in Figure 2.12. Edgelit recording geometries are affected by the fact that
the steep-angled reference beam will eventually fall upon an interface with an index of
refraction mis-match. This interface causes a Fresnel reflection of the reference which
travels back through the photosensitive layer to interfere with both with the original object
beam, and with the pre-reflected reference light. As shown in Figure 2.13, three separate
fringe structures are formed: the primary set by the primary reference beam and the object
beam; a secondary set by the totally-reflected reference beam and the object beam; and a
total internal reflection (TIR) set caused by the interaction of the totally-reflected refer-
ence beam with the primary reference beam.
2.2.4 Recording layer shrinkage
Shrinkage often occurs in the recording layer when a hologram is processed. A change in
the thickness of a recording layer will affect the orientation of the fringe structure [4],
causing the reconstruction angle to change as well. The effects of thickness change on a
fringe structure are described by the equation:
Ti - tan O = T2 - tan6 , (2.6)
where T, and T2 and O, and 69 are thicknesses, and fringe angles before, and after the
thickness change, respectively.
2.2.5 Optical characteristics
In the paper by Leith et al. [23], many of the characteristics of the edgelit hologram were
predicted by extrapolating experimental data from transmission and reflection holograms
into what they called the "inaccessible zone" (Section 3.5). Henrion [15] and Ueda et al.
[36] have verified that these predictions do indeed apply to the edgelit.
Wavelength selectivity (bandwidth)
A reflection hologram formed in a "thick" photosensitive layer produces a nearly mono-
chromatic, i.e., one-color, wavefront. This is due to the light-scattering properties of the
fringe structure as described by the Bragg reflection laws. This effect is explained in more
detail in other documentation [32], but a brief overview of the effect is given here.
The reflection hologram's fringe structure is composed of layers of local index of
refraction variation, filling the volume of the recording layer. The layers act as partially
reflective mirrors which change the phase of the illumination beam. Modulation of the
reconstructed wavefront is achieved by way of constructive and destructive interference.
Fringe structure is directly related to the wavelength used for recording. When illuminated
with white light, the fringe structure acts as an interference filter, which selectively filters
out wavelengths other than the recording wavelength. The image is reconstructed with a
narrow band of light centered around the wavelength used for recording. This effect is
called Bragg selection, and it is this selection that allows reflection holograms to be white-
light viewable.
Figure2.14 is Leith et al.'s [23] chart of wavelength selectivity depicting the theo-
retical continuity between the optical properties of reflection, edgelit and transmission
holograms. The chart was calculated for a Kodak 649F emulsion coated on glass plate
where ki = 633nm and t = 15pim.
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Figure 2.14: Plot of wavelength change (AX) needed to extinguish the diffracted wave while
maintaining the readout angle constant. The edgelit hologam geometry falls within the
hatched area, the "inaccessible zone," in the middle of the chart. (From Leith et al. [23].
Angles are specified as measured within the emulsion)
The edgelit hologram geometry falls within the hatched region in the middle of the
graph. Thus, the edgelit hologram can display optical qualities similar to both the reflec-
tion and transmission types depending on it's recording geometry. However, approxi-
mately half of the selectivity change occurs when a reference beam reaches the
transmission hologram region. So on the whole, the edgelit should show qualities more
like the reflection hologram. Henrion [15] confirmed this view, and her calculations of
bandwidth for an edgelit, using Agfa 8E75 plates, where k, = 633nm and t = 7 tm, are
given below in Table 1 for reference.
Table 1: Bandwidth of conventional and edgelit holograms (from Henrion [15])
REF angle Approximate
Hologram type (emulsion) bandwidth
Conventional transmission 25.70 354 nm
Transmission-mode edgelit 64.70 61 nm
Reflection-mode edgelit 115.30 25 nm
Conventional reflection 154.30 18 nm
Angular selectivity
Leith et al. [23] also predicted angular selectivity for reflection and transmission holo-
grams. Henrion [15] and Ueda et al. [36] have confirmed that these results apply to the
edgelit as well. At steeper reference angles, holograms become more angularly selective.
Overall, angular selectivity varies from 110 to 2.50. However, in the edgelit region, selec-
tivity nears its highest value, with a variation of only one degree.
2.3 Lippmann color holography
Various researchers [7, 17,20, 24, 27, 33, 36, 41] have documented methods for recording
conventional color reflection holograms using the Lippmann method. With the advent of
panchromatic holographic recording materials, mixed wavelength recording methods have
now become possible.
As described in Section 2.2.5, reflection holograms are more wavelength selective
than transmission holograms, thus, even with white-light illumination a nearly monochro-
matic image can be played back by the hologram. The reconstructed images of three pri-
mary-color monochromatic holograms can be mixed to obtain a natural or true-color
image.
Using a multi-wavelength Lippmann holography technique, the interference patterns
of mutually incoherent primary color lasers can be simultaneously recorded in a panchro-
matic photosensitive layer. The colors used for recording, and relative irradiance of each
determine the hue and shade of the colors in the image.
Chapter 3
Key technical issues
3.1 Introduction
In this chapter, the key technical issues of edgelit holography in general are introduced.
With conventional display holography, many of these issues are of no apparent conse-
quence, but in edgelit holography, they become crucial. The focus of this section is on the
practical issues specific to making edgelit holograms. For more general information on
holographic production issues, the reader is advised to refer to a general holographic refer-
ence [32]. Most of the mathematics used in this Chapter assumes the materials involved
(photosensitive layers and substrates) are smooth, lossless, isotropic, homogeneous dielec-
tric media.
3.2 Recording geometry selection
The immersion tank geometry, designed by Farmer [10] (Figure 2.2) at the Media Lab was
conceived as a method of reducing the spurious Fresnel reflections (Figure 2.13) which
previously afflicted block-recorded edgelit holograms. The tank does an excellent job of
reducing Fresnel reflections, however, it is filled with volatile and flammable xylene, and
becomes rather cumbersome (and hazardous) when scaled to accommodate larger holo-
grams.
The block recording geometry is still the most often used technique [8, 16, 20, 31,
36], and provides a very vibrationally-stable recording geometry. As will be explained
below, the characteristics of DuPont's photopolymer have alleviated many of the Fresnel
reflection problems associated with the block recording method. For these reasons, the
block recording method is investigated here.
3.3 DuPont photopolymer recording materials
Most of the previous edgelit research has utilized silver-halide recording materials, the
properties of which, are well known and described in various literature [6, 7, 27]. Com-
mon silver-halide materials require an index matching fluid to couple the photosensitive
layer to the block for recording. As will be described below, the use of index matching flu-
ids introduces problems. DuPont's recording materials are a relatively new addition to the
list of recording materials available for holography, and demonstrate advantageous charac-
teristics when used for edgelit holography.
3.3.1 Photopolymer chemistry and recording
As described by Stevenson [33], DuPont's photopolymer is a blend of photosensitizers
and acrylic monomers dispersed in a polymeric binder material. The photosensitive layer
is generally coated onto a 30 cm wide by 50 tm thick MylarTM polyester base substrate.
Coating thicknesses are typically 15-20 m, and the photosensitive layer is protected by a
25 prm MylarTM cover sheet. The recording process takes place as follows:
When two coherent beams meet and form an interference grating in the
coating layer, photopolymerization in the bright regions of the grating
produce concentration gradients which drive the mobile unreacted
monomers from the dark regions into the bright regions, where they
polymerize. Depletion of monomer and/or vitrification eventually stops
the process. The result is a permanently recorded concentration grating
of photopolymer-rich regions and binder-rich regions, which form in
real time during the laser exposure. This concentration grating func-
tions as a volume phase grating when re-illuminated with a playback
beam.
After exposure, the image is processed as follows: a UV light source is used to cure
or "fix" the image, after which an optional baking step can be used to increase diffraction
efficiency.
The recording material primarily utilized in this research was DuPont's panchro-
matic HRT800X001-15 product, designed for reflection hologram production. According
to DuPont [13,37], the bulk refractive index of HRF-800X001-15 is similar to their HRF-
700X001 product, so those data are used here. The photosensitive layer of these materials
shrinks when processed. The optical and physical properties of these materials are speci-
fied in Table 2.
Table 2: Optical and Physical Characteristics of
DuPont HRF-700X00 1-1 5/HRF-800X00 1-15
Thickness
change, At
unimaged 1.493 0%
after UV 1.527 -3.8%
after Bake 1.522 -4.2%
3.3.2 Physical characteristics
The HRF-800X001-15 photopolymer material has some remarkable features which make
it particularly well suited for edgelit holography. The photosensitive layer's tacky quality
allows it to be directly laminated to the recording block, which reduces the number of
interfaces that can cause Fresnel reflections (Section 3.6). However, working with film-
based recording materials, especially for mastering, can be problematic, lamination, re-
alignment, and flatness issues must be considered for accurate image reconstruction.
3.3.3 Self-induced index matching
As reported by Phillips [3 1] and Coleman [8], polymerization during the exposure process
causes the index of refraction to increase in the areas where the reference (hereafter
referred to as "REF" in diagrams) beam illuminates the photopolymer layer. If the index of
refraction of the recording block is higher than that of the photopolymer layer, this effect
can markedly reduce the interface mismatch, and increase the transmittance of the refer-
ence beam into the photosensitive layer.
3.4 Polarization
Lasers used for holography are generally plane polarized. Ideally, the reference and object
(hereafter referred to as "OBJ" in diagrams) beams are polarized along the same axis to
ensure that the fringe pattern created has the maximum possible contrast. The steep-angled
reference beam of the edgelit requires close attention to the polarization angle to ensure
maximum transmittance into the photosensitive layer. S-polarization (perpendicular to the
plane of incidence) is desired as p-polarization (parallel to the plane of incidence) will
result in low fringe contrast [3].
DuPont photopolymer considerations
The photopolymer's polyester backing substrate and cover sheet are birefringent. Birefrin-
gence causes the polarization of the light propagating through these materials to change.
Care must be taken to align the optical axis of the DuPont film with that of the polarization
axis of the reference beam or fringe contrast may be affected.
3.5 Critical angle and the inaccessible zone
3.5.1 Critical angle
When light leaves a medium with a low index of refraction (air) and enters a medium with
a higher index of refraction (the photosensitive layer) the angle of transmittance will
always be less than the angle of incidence. This relationship is expressed by Snell's law:
n1sin91 = n,2sin02, (3.1)
where n1 and n, are the indices of refraction for the media in which the light is incident
and transmitted respectively, and 01 and 02 are the angles of the incident and transmitted
light.
In the case where the incident medium is the more dense media, the critical angle
beyond where light can no longer penetrate the interface occurs when transmitted angle
reaches 900, as is given by
sine = (3.2)
where Qc is the critical angle and nj and n2 are the indices of refraction as described above.
As long as 01 < 0c there is only partial reflection of the incident beam. When the critical
angle is exceeded (01 > c) total reflection occurs at the interface and no light reaches the
photosensitive layer (save from the evanescent wavefront [30]).
3.5.2 The inaccessible zone
Applying Snell's law to a conventional air/photosensitive layer interface, we find that
when the angle of incidence of a reference beam in air reaches 900, the critical angle in the
photosensitive layer is 420 where, nair = 1.0 and nmaterial = 1.493 (HRF-800X001-15 pho-
topolymer). The critical angle is significant, as it is the maximum reference angle attain-
able by an in-air recording techniques and imposes a limitation on fringe orientations.
Leith et al. [23] called the regions of the photosensitive layer excluded by the critical angle
(in this case, any angle over 420) the "inaccessible zone." Figure 3.1 depicts the reference
angles (specified as measured within the photosensitive layer) inaccessible to this particu-
lar air-photopolymer recording scheme.
Figure 3.1: The inaccessible zone for a conventional in-air recording geometry using
DuPont HRF-800X-001-15 photopolymer. (All angles are specified as measured within
the photosensitive layer, and the substrate is not shown.)
3.5.3 Accessing the edgelit zone
By forming an interface between the photosensitive layer and incident medium with a
small index of refraction mismatch, the angular extent of the inaccessible zone can be
reduced and steep-angled edgelit geometries become possible. The block technique
achieves this by coupling the photosensitive layer to a block of optically clear material,
having an index of refraction close to that of the photosensitive layer. When a reference
beam is sent through the edge of the block, the steep-angled beam can penetrate the block/
photosensitive layer interface because the index mismatch is small and the critical angle is
avoided. The immersion tank geometry (Figure 2.2) is analogous to the block geometry in
that it uses an intermediate material, in this case xylene instead of glass, to reduce the
index of refraction mismatch between the photosensitive layer and incident medium.
3.6 Fresnel reflections
3.6.1 Law of reflection
Following the law of reflection and Snell's law, light impinging onto a smooth interface
between two homogeneous transparent media is split into two wavefronts: one reflected
and one refracted (transmitted). The law of reflection states that the angle of incidence
equals the angle of reflection, that is:
0 =0 or , (3.3)
where Q; is the angle of incidence of the impinging wavefront, and 0, is the angle of the
reflected wavefront. However, the Goos-Hanchen effect shows that this is not the whole
story. In addition, there is a slight shift, laterally along the interface, of the reflected beam
before it is reflected back into the block. However, for the purposes of this work, consider-
ation of the Goos-Hanchen effect is not necessary, for more information, refer to Phillips
[30].
3.6.2 Fresnel equations
At the steep reference angles used for the edgelit technique, the amplitudes of reflected
and transmitted wavefronts become critical to the recording process as they determine the
amount of light that reaches the photosensitive layer. These factors are described by the
Fresnel equations as the amplitude reflection and transmission coefficients. In the case
where the laser light is polarized perpendicular to the plane on incidence (s-polarization),
they are:
Eor
Eo;i 
-
n coso; - ntcoso,
n cos;+ntcos6o,
Eot 2ngcos9;ti= - = ,(Eo;- - nicoso;+ntcos6t,
(3.4)
(3.5)
where r and t1 are the amplitude reflection and transmission coefficients, respectively;
Eor and Eg are the electric field amplitudes of the reflected and incident wavefronts, ni and
nt are the indices of refraction for the incident and transmitted media, and 01 and Qt are the
angles of the incident and transmitted wavefronts. Furthermore, where there is no absorp-
tion, irradiance is related to the amplitude of the electric field by the following relation-
ship:
I = |E x2 (3.6)
R1 = 
-or = r, (3.7)
and
ntcosQ EotT
njcos6(E; ) ~I
ntcosO2
nicosOt t' (3.8)
where RI and TL are the irradiance reflectance and transmittance coefficients of the per-
pendicularly polarized wavefronts. The other variables are the same as described above.
and
Figure 3.2 depicts the internal reflections caused by the coupled recording stack of a
block-recorded edgelit using conventional silver-halide materials, and Figure 3.3, depicts
the internal reflections produced by a coupled photopolymer recording stack.
Figure 3.2: Schematic of the Fresnel reflections caused by a reference beam propagating through silver-
halide material coupled to a recording block. (refraction is omitted for clarity.)
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Figure 3.3: Schematic of the Fresnel reflections caused by reference beam propagating through photopoly-
mer material coupled to a recording block. Note: refraction is omitted for clarity.
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3.6.3 Woodgrain
As described above, an index of refraction mismatch between interfaces causes partial or
total reflection the incident wavefront. These spurious wavefronts interfere with each other
and the reference and object wavefronts, and, due to the heterodyne effect [3], even those
with low irradiance can form high contrast fringes. The more interfaces there are in the
recording path, the more spurious wavefronts are formed. These fringes are generally low
frequency and have a characteristic woodgrain-like appearance which is detrimental to
image quality.
The primary interference pattern has to compete with these spurious interference
patterns for a finite amount of dynamic range of the photosensitive material. Therefore, the
presence of spurious beams in the photosensitive layer during recording reduces the over-
all efficiency of the hologram. If the number of interfaces and index of refraction mis-
matches can be reduced, woodgrain will be curtailed and the primary fringe structure will
be strengthened.
Attenuating woodgrain
A method that has proven effective at reducing woodgrain for the block geometry the
index matching of light absorbing materials to the recording block. These materials must
have an index of refraction nearly the same or higher than the recording block. Dark grey
glass is an effective light absorber when coupled to a glass recording block with an appro-
priate index matching fluid. The immersion tank effectively moves the interfaces with
largest index mismatch away from the photosensitive layer so that any fringes that form
have a very high frequency and low irradiance.
3.7 Reference beam irradiance calculation
The edgelit hologram's recording geometry complicates direct measurement of reference
beam irradiance for exposure calculation. The conventional irradiance measuring tech-
nique involves placing a power meter normal to the propagation vector of the incoming
light near the location of the film plane. However, the steep grazing angles of the edgelit
geometry cause the reference beam to undergo total internal reflection (TIR) at the air/
photosensitive layer interface. Thus, there is no transmitted light to measure with the
detector. To work around this problem, indirect methods are employed to measure the ref-
erence irradiance.
Birner [5] suggested index matching a diffuser to the block to view the reference
light. This technique works well for evaluating the energy distribution, but does not give
an accurate evaluation of the direct irradiance, which is needed for exposure calculations.
Referring to Figure 3.4, we see how a steep-angled collimated reference beam passing
through the narrow edge of the substrate block spreads out from an initial cross sectional
area (1) to cover a much larger area (2) as it illuminates the image area. This results in
lower energy density per unit area at the film plane than is measured at the input end of the
block.
Figure 3.4: Schematic diagram depicting how the energy density of steep-angled reference light
decreases as light is spread out from area (1) to cover a larger area (2) at the film plane.
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To calculate the affect of a grazing angle of incidence on measured irradiance, the
following equation can be used for collimated edgelit reference beams:
IT = ICOSOREF, (3.9)
where IT is the adjusted value for irradiance at the photosensitive layer, I is the irradiance
measured at the edge of the block, and eREF is the reference angle within the block.
At extremely steep grazing angles, Fresnel reflections become an important determi-
nant of the irradiance reaching the photosensitive layer. For example, in the case of a block
(n= 1.516) / photopolymer (n= 1.493) interface, the transmitted irradiance drops from 97%
at a 750 (within-block) reference angle to 0% at a 800 (the critical angle). As long as a ref-
erence beam angle is selected that is less than the critical angle, by at least a few degrees,
Equation 3.9 will suffice for most display applications.
Chapter 4
Scaling and Color: theory and
practice
4.1 Introduction
In this chapter, the key issues of scaling and color control for the edgelit hologram are dis-
cussed. Solutions based on theoretical analyses are proposed to provide practical methods
of integrating the edgelit format with existing recording technologies.
The considerations involved with scaling the size of the edgelit, indeed most holo-
graphic techniques, are: reference and illumination wavefront selection, display and
recording setup design, wavefront irradiance and uniformity, the requirement for large
beam expansion optics and higher powered lasers, and materials handling issues. In the
edgelit's case some of these problems are exacerbated and more arise.
4.2 Collimation and phase-conjugation
Direct recording and image reconstruction using a diverging light source [2, 3, 5, 8, 10, 11,
15, 16, 31] is an effective and compact method of illuminating edgelit holograms, but it
has limitations when applied to larger-sized edgelit holograms. Distortions are caused by
the close proximity of the strongly-diverging source used for direct playback methods.
Another drawback to this method is the requirement for an intermediate master to provide
an orthoscopic real image projection to record three-dimensional objects. A collimated
reference and illumination beam geometry provides solutions to these problems.
4.2.1 Spatial and chromatic distortions
In the Media Lab, and elsewhere, direct-illumination with a diverging wavefront, is the
most often used method of illuminating edgelit holograms. In this method, fast (low f-
number) lenses are desirable to spread out the light of the reference and illumination
beams to cover the photosensitive layer in as short a distance as possible to keep the size
of the display to a minimum. However, Ward et al. [41] noted that there are three-dimen-
sional angular dispersion effects caused by a strongly-diverging reference wavefront
located close to the hologram.
Collimated reference and illumination wavefronts should allow flexibility for slight
errors in wavefront reconstruction stemming from recording layer shrinkage or imperfect
phase-conjugation (which is the primary cause of these distortions). Collimation can result
in less color shifting and angular deviation of image points, thus, leading to more accurate
reconstruction of the image's spatial and color characteristics.
In diverging direct playback methods, the distance between the source and hologram
is crucial to proper image reconstruction. If the distance is not the same as when the holo-
gram was made, i.e., if the radius of the reconstruction wavefront is not the same as radius
of the recording wavefront, spatial and chromatic distortion will occur and image quality
will be affected. An ideal collimated wavefront does not diverge or converge, so as far as
fringe structure is concerned, the distance between the hologram and the source does not
matter. Thus, by utilizing collimation for recording and reconstruction one source of
reconstruction error and image distortion is eliminated.
4.2.2 Phase-conjugate image playback
Typical conventional two-step recording methods [4, 32] reconstruct the final transfer
image using conjugate illumination (or more often, an approximation of it). Collimating
the edgelit hologram's reference beam will allow phase-conjugate image playback and
eliminate the need for an intermediate master hologram, thus allowing utilization of con-
ventional two-step stereogram and three-dimensional object recording techniques.
Benton et al. [3] demonstrated use of a converging reference beam to achieve conju-
gate illumination in 10.2 x 12.7 cm (4 x 5 in) edgelit holograms. However, when scaling
up to larger formats, the size of the positive lens needed to record with a converging wave-
front is prohibitive, due to the physical dimensions, focal length, and expense of such an
optical element. When using a collimated wavefront, the size of the collimating lens (or
mirror) need only be as big as the image, or, in the edgelit hologram's case, the size of
recording block's edge. Use of a phase-conjugate image reconstruction technique will
require a display system which can collimate the illumination light source.
4.3 Recording block design
This section outlines some considerations for designing display and recording blocks for
edgelit holograms. The main considerations for block design are: hologram size, block
dimensions, surface quality, hardness and index of refraction of the block material, and the
reference/illumination beam geometries.
4.3.1 Block materials options
Polymers
Polymethylmethacrylate (Plexiglass TM, PMMA) materials have previously [5, 16] been
used as recording and display blocks. At first glance, PMMA seems attractive as a record-
ing block because its index of refraction (n = 1.48-9 [29]) is very close to that of the pre-
exposed DuPont HRF-800X001- 15 photopolymer recording material (n = 1.493), but as
will be shown in later chapters, other factors come into play. PMMA has good optical clar-
ity and low birefringence compared to other plastics. However, PMMA is a relatively soft
material, and its surface scratches easily.
Glass
BK-7 is an optical material which has good optical quality in visible wavelengths, and is
generally available in thicknesses up to 15.25 cm. However, its index of refraction (n =
1.516) is not an ideal match for the DuPont HRF-800X001-15 photopolymer. There are
other glass types available which have a closer match to the unexposed photopolymer such
as FK-5 (n = 1.487); however, they are not readily available in large sizes and are expen-
sive when custom made. BK-7 glass robust and does not scratch as easily as plastic mate-
rials--making it a better choice for a recording block.
4.3.2 The display
Following Snell's law (Equation 3.1), light spreads out more quickly, covering a larger
area in a shorter distance, when propagating in air than in a dense medium such as glass or
PMMA. To collimate the illumination light for image reconstruction, an edgelit hologram
display stand (Figure 4.1) was designed that allows the illumination light to spread out
before entering the display block.
Display block
Figure 4.1: Schematic of collimating edgelit hologram display stand (side view: not to scale).
The display stand contains a 50W white-light source for broad-band illumination. A
folding mirror and Fresnel lens (focal length, 21.6 cm) combination is used to collimate
the light. Fresnel lenses are commonly used for overhead projector applications and are
much less expensive than conventional lenses, and offer higher efficiency than most holo-
graphic optical elements. The display unit has a footprint of 25.4 x 30.5 cm, and allows
adjustment of the source illumination angle to optimize image playback.
4.3.3 Illumination angle and block size calculation
To allow for portrait or landscape illumination of medium format edgelit holograms, the
geometry of the display block is designed to accommodate a 25.4 x25.4 cm area. An addi-
tional, 5 cm area was added to the y-dimension of the block (Figure 4.2) to allow clearance
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for the image and for mounting of the block to the display stand. The dimensions of the
playback block were determined to be 25.4 x 30.5 x 5 cm for practicality and aesthetic rea-
sons. These parameters are used to determine the illumination and reference angles. We
begin by designing the parameters of the display itself. Then, working backward, we
determine the requirements for recording the final transfer hologram.
Illumination energy
Because the index of refraction photopolymer is higher than that of the PMMA block,
there is no total internal reflection (or critical angle) at this interface. However, as was
shown in Section 3.7, the energy density of the light directly illuminating the photosensi-
tive layer decreases at steeper, grazing angles due to increasing Fresnel reflection at the
interface between hologram and the block. Therefore it is beneficial to reduce the illumi-
nation and reference angles as much as possible to ensure that as much light as possible
can reach the hologram.
Display block illumination angle
The minimum in-block illumination angle (P,) that will allow full coverage of the photo-
sensitive layer by a collimated beam is related to a block's dimensions by the following
relationship:
tan =, (4.1)
where y is the length of the substrate and z its thickness. Applying this equation to the
dimensions of the display block (25.4 x 30.5 x 5 cm) the minimum illumination angle is
found to be 80.50.
Block
Figure 4.2: Schematic diagram of relevant dimensions and angle for design of display and recording blocks.
Reference angle in the photosensitive layer
Snell's law (Equation 3.1) is now applied to calculate the angle change due to refraction at
the PMMA (n=1.485) / transfer adhesive (MacTac Permatrans n=1.54) interface using the
illumination angle determined above (80.50). The illumination beam angle in the adhesive
is found to be 720. After passing through the adhesive / MylarTM (n=1.66) substrate inter-
face (for phase-conjugate image reconstruction), the illumination angle in MylarTM is
found to be 61.90. Next, the MylarTM/ photopolymer interface is evaluated using photo-
polymer's post-bake value for n (1.522). The illumination beam angle in the photosensi-
tive layer angle is now found to be 74.20 (corresponding to a 37.10 fringe angle).
photosensitive layer shrinkage compensation
As described in Chapter 2, Section 2.2.3, most photosensitive layers undergo some change
in thickness when processed. To pre-compensate for this effect, Equation 2.6 is applied
using the post-bake thickness values given in Section 3.3, Table 2. The fringe angle is pre-
dicted to change from 37.10 to 38.30. This change in fringe angle causes the required illu-
mination angle to shift toward the plane of the photosensitive layer, increasing the
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illumination angle from 74.20 to 76.60 (in the photosensitive layer). Simply decreasing the
recording reference angle in the photosensitive layer by one degree to 730 in the recording
setup provides an approximate solution.
Reference angle in the recording block
Now that the illumination angle (730, in photosensitive layer) that will satisfy the require-
ments of the display has been determined, Snell's law can again be applied to obtain the
reference angle in the recording block needed to make this hologram. The photosensitive
layer's pre-exposed value of n (1.493), the illumination angle calculated above (730), and
the index of refraction for BK-7 (1.516) are used to find the effect of refraction at the pho-
tosensitive layer/recording block interface and determine reference angle in the recording
block. This angle is found to be 700.
Recording block thickness
Applying Equation 4.1 to the reference angle (700) in the recording block, we can now
determine the minimum thickness of the recording block. To provide for a 20.3 x 25.4 cm
image, a 28 cm high image area (in the y-direction) is desirable to allow extra room on the
surface of the block for film application and image bleed. Using these parameters, the
solution to Equation 4.1 tells us that the recording block must be at least 10.1 cm thick.
A block with dimensions of 27.9 x 35.6 x 10.5 cm was fabricated for these experi-
ments. The major faces and minor edges were polished to 60-40 surface quality. A slight
(<20) wedge was put on the minor faces (with respect to the major faces) to increase the
spatial frequency of any spurious gratings formed by total internal reflections and help
reduce woodgrain effects.
4.4 Reference beam irradiance and uniformity
4.4.1 Irradiance distribution
The output of typical lasers has an energy distribution profile with a Gaussian shape, that
is, the irradiance is highest at the center of the beam and decreases smoothly toward the
edge. This affects holographic recording by causing a tendency to overexpose the central
areas of the image and underexpose the edges.
In addition to a wavefront's Gaussian profile, the lens pinhole spatial filter (LPSF)
commonly utilized to reduce non-uniformities in the reference beam's irradiance profile,
emits a spherical wavefront. Irradiance, I, from a spherical light source decreases as the
inverse square of the distance from the source as described by the inverse square law:
I1= I04 ,(4.2)
where I0 is the irradiance of the light measured at the source and r is the distance from the
source. The locations with equal irradiance define a spherical shape. This effect is por-
trayed in a 2D representation in Figure 4.3, and results in two things happening: light irra-
diance decreases with distance along the block; and the irradiance of the light striking the
photosensitive layer is highest at the center near the base of the recording block and
decreases from this location.
Figure 4.3: Two-dimensional representation of a spherical wavefront emitted by a lens pinhole spatial filter
(LPSF). Note: initial gaussian beam profile not represented.
In conventional hologram recording techniques, large changes of reference beam
irradiance can be avoided by increasing the distance between the LPSF and the photosen-
sitive layer. As the distance from the source (r) is increased, the loci of regions of equal
irradiance become more planar--matching the film plane. This effect of allows for a more
even illumination of the photosensitive layer. Generation of a collimated wavefront
requires the holographer to spread out the light to cover a positive collimating lens. This
allows distance for the light's irradiance to even out before it enters the block.
4.4.2 Exposure
As the reference and object beams are spread out to cover larger areas, the total energy
available to expose the photosensitive layer decreases. Furthermore, DuPont's photopoly-
mer recording materials are 50-100 times slower than the silver-halide materials previ-
ously used in edgelit research (Agfa 8E75 plates). These factors contribute to the
conclusion that if photopolymer materials are going to be used with scaling up the size of
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edgelit holograms, it will be necessary to use lasers with high power to avoid very long
exposure times.
4.5 Materials handling issues
Working with a photosensitive layer on a glass substrate is the ideal way to record holo-
grams. The glass protects and holds the photosensitive layer flat (ensuring accurate image
reconstruction), and, with conventional holograms, adequately accurate index matching
can be achieved using low viscosity xylene or other fluids.
On the other hand, working with thin flexible films, such as the DuPont recording
materials, in medium and large format sizes is a difficult matter requiring specialized skills
and patience. These materials stress easily, and, the photosensitive layer can prematurely
de-laminate just by removal of the cover sheet. During lamination, bubbles, dust, and other
foreign materials can find their way in between the film and the block--ruining the holo-
gram layer and the image. The holographer usually has only one chance to get it right.
4.6 Edgelit Lippmann color holography
The rainbow color mixing technique, is typically used for conventional white-light trans-
mission hologram production. Birner and Benton et al. [5,2,3] extended the edgelit format
to the rainbow color technique. Ueda et al. [36] and Henrion [15] made three color edgel-
its using rainbow color mixing and in-situ swelling [40] techniques. Henrion reported lim-
ited availability of blue wavelengths in rainbow edgelits when using nearby diverging
reference and illumination sources, which she attributed to the narrow bandwidth charac-
teristics of the edgelit's fringe structure. Furthermore, as discussed in Section 4.2.1, the
close proximity of a diverging illumination source causes three-dimensional chromatic
dispersion-making color registration difficult.
Ueda et al. [35,36] recorded three wavelength reflection-mode edgelit holograms
using three transmission masters. They concluded that rainbow techniques are better
suited for edgelit holograms due to the amount of image blur inherent to the edgelit's
fringe structure. They also calculated that a 30 jim photosensitive layer thickness would be
needed to obtain adequate wavelength selectivity using Lippmann color techniques. The
thickness of the photopolymer materials used in this research is 15 jim. While the thick-
ness of this photopolymer is not as thick as Ueda et al. recommend, this technique is still
worthy of investigation here.
4.7 Coupled H 1 -H2 edgelit hologram recording
To record a reflection-mode edgelit hologram master (HI), the recording material is cou-
pled to the recording block as shown in Figure 4.4. This is the side of the recording block
where object light would normally pass through to illuminate the photosensitive layer dur-
ing the recording of a transmission-mode edgelit hologram (Figure 4.5).
Figure 4.4: Schematic of a typical coupled reflection-mode edgelit recording stack. The photo-
sensitive layer is coupled to the recording block on the side nearest the object light.The
reference and object beams illuminate the photosensitive layer from opposite sides.
(OBJ--object light, REF--reference light)
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Figure 4.5: Schematic of a typical coupled transmission-mode edgelit recording stack. The
photosensitive layer is coupled to the recording block on the side farthest from the object light.
The reference and object beams illuminate the photosensitive layer from the same side.
(OBJ--object light, REF--reference light)
If a reflection-mode edgelit HI is made with a collimated reference beam, then cou-
pled to the recording block for phase-conjugate illumination, it's projected real image can
act as the object light for a transmission-mode edgelit transfer hologram (Figure 4.6).
Figure 4.6: Schematic of a coupled H1-H2 recording stack. The pseudoscopic real image projection of the
HI (reconstructed in phase-conjugate) acts as the object for the H2 transfer hologram.
(OBJ--object light, REF--reference light, ILL--illumination light)
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This technique significantly decreases the distance between the HI and H2, com-
pared to the conventional method, and increases the angle of view of the image. Further-
more, the stability of the recording system is increased, as a significant part of the
recording system becomes a single coupled component.
Chapter 5
Experimental
5.1 Introduction
In order to test the assertions of Chapter 4, the following experiments were undertaken.
First, to gather information about the problems involved with block recording, the three-
step technique developed by Birner and Benton [2,3,5] was explored. Next, scaling issues,
collimation, phase-conjugation, chromatic and spatial distortions, and color were evalu-
ated. Finally, the coupled H1-H2 edgelit recording technique was explored.
In the diagrams to follow, one may note inconsistencies in the optical setups used,
i.e., a parabolic mirror that was removed from a setup for technical reasons early on,
appears again in later sections. Over the course of this research, some experiments were
carried out at different times, but in this document related research is located in the same
section, regardless of chronology.
5.2
5.2.1
Laboratory procedures
Optical setup
Reference and object beam path lengths were matched to be within 1 cm when possible.
Sometimes it was necessary, due to the physical constraints of the optical system, to add
additional length to one of the paths. In this case, three additional mirrors were used to
send the beam with shorter path additional distance to equalize the path lengths. All angles
are measured with respect to the object beam.
The multi-wavelength beam combining system used for Lippmann color holography
is depicted in Figure 5.1. Coherent Inc. Innova 100 argon (457 nm) and krypton (647 nm)
ion lasers, and a Coherent solid-state diode Nd:YagII (532 nm) laser were used.
Figure 5.1: Laser beam combining setup for multi-wavelength color holography.
(DF--dichroic filter, and M--high energy mirror.)
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Polarization was set perpendicular to the plane of incidence (s-polarization) as mea-
sured near the film plane. Masters were aligned to satisfy their Bragg condition (measur-
ing maximum diffraction efficiency). A settling time of at least two minutes allowed
vibrations to settle prior to exposure.
5.2.2 Index matching
Conventional transmission Hls (and H2's in the three-step method) were mounted to a
grey glass plate holder using xylene for recording, and then to a clear glass plate holder
(again with xylene) for transfers. For edgelit hologram recording, silver-halide plates were
index matched to the recording block using either xylene or Cargille immersion liquid (n =
1.51) as depicted in Figure 5.2. DuPont photopolymer film was typically applied with the
photosensitive layer toward the recording block, held by its own tackiness. The photopoly-
mer recording stack is shown in Figure 5.3. 6.4 mm thick pieces of dark grey glass were
index matched to three of the glass recording block's edges to absorb spurious light.
Figure 5.2: Coupled recording stack for a silver-halide edgelit hologram. Note that the grey glass absorbing
material is coupled to three edges of the recording block.
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Figure 5.3: Coupled recording stack for a photopolymer edgelit hologram. Note that the grey glass absorbing
material is coupled to three edges of the recording block.
5.2.3 Irradiance measurement
To avoid over modulation of silver-halide materials, the brightest areas of the reference
and object wavefront are often used for exposure calculations. DuPont's photopolymer
allows for some overexposure, but is more critical of beam ratio, so spatially-averaged
irradiance values were used with photopolymer. Reference beam irradiance was measured
at the block's edge and then Equation. 3.8 was applied to calculate the direct reference
irradiance incident on the photosensitive layer. object beam irradiance was measured at
the film plane.
5.2.4 Exposure and processing
Silver-halide plates
Agfa 8E56 silver-halide holographic recording plates were exposed to 60J/cm2 of light.
Processing consisted of: Ilford two-part developer for 3 minutes; water rinse for 3 min-
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utes; bleaching with EDTA (twice clearing time); water rinse for 5 minutes; and drying in
graduated alcohol baths (fifty, seventy-five, and one-hundred percent concentrations).
Photopolymer film
DuPont's HRF-800X001-15 coating has different film speeds for each wavelength used
for recording. Exposures ranged between 2 and 3 mJ/cm2 of total (R+G+B) energy. For
color recordings, a 4:1:2 (R:G:B) irradiance ratio was used as a baseline. Each beam's
irradiance was adjusted by controlling the laser output power to obtain the desired ratio.
This allows for one exposure time which simultaneously supplies the necessary energies
for all wavelengths. Reference to object beam ratios were set as close as possible to 1.5:1.
Processing consisted of: a UV cure for -45 seconds; and baking at 120'C for 2 hours.
5.3 Scaling size
The goal of this section is to lay the groundwork for scaling up to 20.3 x 25.4 cm edgelit
holograms. Then, to evaluate any distortions introduced by the collimated reference
scheme, phase-conjugate image reconstruction, or two-step mastering techniques. 532 nm
laser light from a doubled-YAG laser was used for all mastering and transfer steps.
5.3.1 Three-step direct playback method
Birner's thesis [5] was found to be the best introduction to the production of edgelit holo-
grams. This document provides practical descriptions of issues and procedures for record-
ing edgelit holograms of three-dimensional objects. To establish a base understanding of
the technique, Birner's recipes for producing edgelits using the three-step recording
method on silver-halide were investigated first.
Object
Figure 5.4: Optical setup used for recording a conventional transmission slit master (HI).
(LPSF--lens-pinhole spatial filter; M--mirror; BS--beam splitter)
Slit master (Hi)
Figure 5.4 depicts the transmission HI mastering setup. A bronze sculpture of a Manta
Ray was mounted onto an aluminum base plate with reflective objects suggesting seaweed
located at various depths around the sculpture. The total dimensions of the scene were: 22
x 30 x 20 cm. A location was picked 2.54 cm from the front of the diorama to be the final
film plane location for the H3 and the primary lighting paths were matched to this loca-
tion. The distance from this plane to the HI, which determines the distance from the H3 to
the viewer, was 350mm. The object was top-lit for a natural appearance, and a key light
was placed behind the object to obtain highlights from the Manta Ray and coral. A 5 x
25.4 cm silver-halide recording plate was illuminated with a collimated reference beam at
450 and a beam ratio of 30:1 was used.
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Figure 5.5: Optical setup used for recording the intermediate full-aperture transfer (H2).
(LPSF--lens-pinhole spatial filter; M--mirror; BS--beam splitter)
Intermediate master (H2)
Figure 5.5 above, depicts the optical setup for recording the transmission H2 later used to
obtain an orthoscopic real image projection of the object. The HI to H2 distance was set to
500mm to allow the undiffracted zero-order light from the H2's ILL beam to clear the
edgelit recording block in the next step of the procedure. The HI was orientated for conju-
gate image reconstruction and illuminated with collimated light. A 20.3 x 25.4 cm H2 was
illuminated with collimated light at a 450 reference angle, and beam ratio of 20:1 was
used.
Figure 5.6: Optical setup used for recording the transmission-mode edgelit transfer (H3).
(LPSF--lens-pinhole spatial filter; M--mirror; BS--beam splitter)
Edgelit transfer (H3)
The optical setup for recording the edgelit transfer hologram is shown on Figure 5.6
above. The H2 was rotated 1800, oriented for conjugate playback, and illuminated with
collimated light. For recording of a transmission-mode edgelit, the block was located so as
to place it's back surface (the surface farthest away from the object beam) at the pre-deter-
mined image plane of the object. The H3 reference beam was a diverging wavefront orien-
tated at an in-block angle of 750 from a source located 25.4 cm from the block. The first
H3 exposure tests were made using silver-halide plates and a PMMA recording block.
Eventually, the PMMA block was replaced with a 25.2 x 15.2 x 5 cm BK-7 glass block,
and H3 recordings were made with photopolymer. Beam ratios between 1 and 20:1 were
tested.
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Observations and discussion
Both of the conventional transmission holograms (H1 and H2) were bright and suitable for
use as masters. Edgelit transfer holograms (H3) were index matched to a PMMA block
using Cargille immersion fluid (n = 1.51) and illuminated with a broad-band white-light
source for evaluation.
The silver-halide edgelit transfers (H3) recorded on PMMA immediately demon-
strated the difficulty of this technique. The images had very bad woodgrain, and very little
of the image information was visible. Various light absorbing materials were tested, such
as dark PMMA, and dark PMMA diffusers, but nothing completely solved this problem.
Edgelit (H3) holograms shot on DuPont's photopolymer immediately provided a reduc-
tion in woodgrain.
It was thought early on that PMMA would prove to be an ideal candidate as a record-
ing block because its index of refraction is close to that of photopolymer. Thus, the
PMMA block was replaced in the setup for further testing. However, satisfactory results
could not be obtained using PMMA, thus, BK-7 was determined to be the material of
choice, and a block suitable for recording large edgelits was fabricated.
5.3.2 Two-step spatial distortion tests
Most of the holographic display imagery used for visualization in the Media Lab and else-
where is created using stereographic techniques. Conventional two-step techniques use a
composite slit master hologram (H1) which is essentially a series of recordings of a flat
diffuser (Halle and Saxby [14, 32] for more information on stereograms). The HI is illu-
minated for phase-conjugation, and a transfer hologram (H2) is recorded of the projected
real pseudoscopic image of the diffuser located near the H2 film plane. The H2 is then illu-
minated in phase-conjugate to reconstruct an orthoscopic image of the diffuser (normally)
transferred onto the H2 film plane. Everything is much easier if the diffuser maintains it's
original planar shape-particularly when using the rainbow color mixing techniques.
Figure 5.7: Optical setup used for recording a conventional transmission HI using a
digital micromirror device (DMD) to project an image onto a diffuser.
(LPSF--lens-pinhole spatial filter; M--mirror; BS--beam splitter)
Conventional transmission master (HI)
A 20.3 x 25.4 cm (8 x 10 in) checkerboard pattern was generated with Adobe Photoshop
and Microsoft Powerpoint and projected onto a ground-glass diffuser via a Texas Instru-
ments digital micromirror device (DMD) [28]. A collimated reference beam was directed
onto the HI at a 900 angle. A beam ratio of 7:1 was used to record a 20.3 x 25.4 cm full
aperture transmission master. The mastering setup, depicted in Figure 5.7 above, is the
same as used for a conventional transmission H1 stereogram master. The master was ori-
ented for phase-conjugate illumination for image reconstruction (Figure 5.8).
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Figure 5.8: Optical setup used to record a transmission-mode edgelit
transfer (H2) hologram of a spatial distortion test image.
(LPSF--lens-pinhole spatial filter; M--mirror; BS--beam splitter)
Edgelit transfer (H2)
The optical setup used for the edgelit hologram transfer is depicted in Figure 5.8 above.
The H2 reference beam was slightly off-axis to the collimator, causing slightly imperfect
collimation, but the effects are no worse than experienced with spherical mirror collima-
tors. Also this does not readily allow for path length matching, fortunately the difference
in not too great in this setup and is within the coherence lengths of the lasers used. The
master was first illuminated as a full-aperture transfer, then later, as a limited-aperture 10
cm slit. The image of the diffuser was positioned onto the back surface of the recording
block for transmission-mode recording. A 9x1 1inch (23 x 30 cm) photopolymer film sheet
LPSF
LPSF
was laminated to the block using a brayer and illuminated with a collimated reference
beam at a 750 in-block angle. Beam ratios between 1 and 1.5:1 were tested. Various
absorbing materials and film mounting methods were also tested using this optical config-
uration.
Observations and discussion
H2's made with a full-aperture HI had noticeable chromatic blur. Reducing the aperture
size to 10 cm reduced blur significantly. The image of the diffuser was reconstructed with
few distortion effects or image sway evident--indicating that good phase-conjugate recon-
struction was achieved.
Difficulties with lamination led to experimentation with different film mounting
techniques. Pre-laminating to an anti-reflection-coated glass plate using a lamination roller
setup provided the best film lamination. However, mounting the glass plate to the block
(glass to glass), using xylene or immersion liquid, introduced woodgrain. This reinforced
the view that direct lamination of the photosensitive layer to the recording block was
needed to reduce woodgrain.
5.3.3 Two-step transfer of a three-dimensional object
Conventional transmission H]
A 20.3 x 25.4 cm silver-halide full-aperture HI of the Manta Ray was recorded using the
setup and diorama described in Section 5.3.1, Figure 5.4, with the exception that the HI
was located 50 cm from the object. The plate was exposed and processed as normal. The
HI was oriented for phase-conjugate illumination for the transfer step.
Figure 5.9: Optical setup used to record a transmission-mode edgelit hologram (H2)
from a conventional transmission HI of a three-dimensional object.
(LPSF--lens-pinhole spatial filter; M--mirror; BS--beam splitter)
Edgelit transfer (H2)
The optical setup for the edgelit transfer is depicted in Figure 5.9 above. The recording
block was positioned to locate the predetermined image plane (2.54 cm from the front of
the diorama) of the projected pseudoscopic image of the Manta Ray at the back surface of
the block to record a transmission-mode edgelit hologram. A 23 x 28 cm sheet of photo-
polymer was laminated to the recording block using a silk screen squeegee with a layer of
TeflonTM tape affixed to rubber blade to prevent scratching of the film. The reference
beam angle used was 750 as measured in the block, and a beam ratio of 2:1 was used.
Observations and discussion
As suspected, the full aperture transfer had fairly bad image blur. Reducing the aperture
size to 10 x 25.4 cm produced good quality images that were very bright and had a fairly
narrow bandwidth (see Results). Even with this fairly large slit size (compared to conven-
tional transmission holograms) objects deep in the diorama were clear and sharp. The
squeegee lamination method solved many of the problems previously mentioned.
5.4 Lippmann color technique
Throughout this section and the next, the multi-wavelength beam combining system
(described in Section 5.2) was utilized. However, during some of testing, only one or two
of the beams were used at a time.
The first section describes the use of a conventional multi-wavelength reflection H1
to record color transmission-mode edgelit H2s of diffuse objects. Next, a coupled H1-H2
edgelit recording technique is introduced and used to record one- and full-color holo-
graphic diffusers.
Figure 5.10: Optical setup used to record conventional reflection H1 with two-color gamut.
(LPSF--lens-pinhole spatial filter; M--mirror; BS--beam splitter)
5.4.1 Two-color gamut edgelit hologram
Color reflection master (H])
Figure 5.10 depicts the optical setup of the reflection H1. Two beams (532 nm and 647
nm) were expanded and directed toward a diffuser at a 900 angle. Two dichroic filters (530
nm and 650 nm) were located in the path of the beam illuminating the diffuser to simulate
red and green areas of a color image. The filters needed to be slightly twisted to maximize
their throughput for the wavelengths used. Figure 5.11 is a schematic of the image of the
diffuser as seen by the recording block.
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An open aperture plate holder was located at a 900, 30 mm from the diffuser. Photo-
polymer film was laminated directly to 10.2 x 12.7 cm glass plate and oriented in the plate
holder with the photosensitive layer toward the object wavefront (Figure 5.12). A colli-
mated reference beam was directed onto the H1 as a 300 angle. A 1.5:1 beam ratio was
used, and then the hologram was processed normally.
Figure 5.11: Schematic of color test image projected onto diffuser to simulate colored area of an image.
Figure 5.12: Schematic of the coupled recording stack used to record a conventional
color reflection H1 in photopolymer.
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Figure 5.13: Optical setup used to record a color full aperture transfer edgelit hologram using a conventional
color reflection HI. (LPSF--lens-pinhole spatial filter; M--mirror; BS--beam splitter)
Edgelit transfer (H2)
The color reflection H1 was oriented for conjugate playback and located as shown in the
setup depicted in Figure 5.13. The H2 recording block was oriented for transmission-
mode recording. A 10 x 13 cm sheet of photopolymer was laminated directly to the block
and a collimated reference beam at a 750 angle in the block was used. The photosensitive
layer was exposed at a beam ratio of 1.5:1 and processed normally.
Observations and discussion
The HI was evaluated in laser light using the wavelength used for recording and white-
light. The HI was very bright and there was a slight shift the Bragg angle due to shrink-
age, but the effect was negligible.
The edgelit H2 image was bright but a little bit noisy. This may be due in part to the
recording block used in early testing which did not use glass light absorbing material. A
double image could be seen which is apparently caused by back reflection of the object
light within the block. An anti-reflective coating should help to reduce this effect. For the
most part the quality of the image was satisfactory.
5.4.2 Coupled H1-H2 edgelit recording
Setup and procedure
As depicted in Figure 5.14, a diffuser was positioned 7 cm from the recording block, and
object light was directed onto the diffuser. A large "X" shaped stencil was placed on the
surface at the center of the illuminated diffuser area. Images of the diffuser were recorded
with this setup using 532 nm light and three-color mixed beams.
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Figure 5.14: Optical recording setup for reflection-mode edgelit master (Hi) hologram.
(LPSF--lens-pinhole spatial filter; M--mirror; BS--beam splitter)
Reflection-mode edgelit master (HI)
To record a reflection-mode edgelit hologram, the photopolymer recording material is
positioned on the side of the block closest to the object as is shown in Figure 5.15. A colli-
mated reference wavefront was directed onto the photosensitive layer at a 1050 angle. the
photopolymer material was pre-laminated to a piece of anti-reflection coated glass and
index matched to the recording block. Exposure and processing were as normal. The H1
was oriented for phase-conjugate image reconstruction and index matched onto the block
using index matching fluid (Figure 5.16) for the transfer step.
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Figure 5.15: Optical recording setup for reflection-mode edgelit master (Hi). Note that the distance between
the diffuser in-air is less than the block thickness due to the effects of refraction.
(The photosensitive layer substrate and light absorbing materials are not shown.)
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Figure 5.16: Detail of typical recording stack used to record a transmission-mode edgelit transfer hologram
using a reflection-mode edgelit HI coupled to the same recording block.
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Figure 5.17: Optical setup used for recording a transmission-mode edgelit (H2) hologram
using an edgelit reflection HI coupled to the same recording block.
(LPSF--lens-pinhole spatial filter; M--mirror; BS--beam splitter)
Color edgelit transfer hologram (H2)
As depicted in Figure 5.16, the photopolymer was laminated (photosensitive layer toward
the block) opposite the HI on the recording block--as for a normal transmission-mode
edgelit hologram. The H2 reference beam was directed onto the photosensitive layer at a
750 angle in the transfer setup, and the H2 exposed and processed normally.
Observations and discussion
The reflection-mode Hls recorded using the normal film application method (laminating
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the photosensitive layer directly to the recording block) had noticeable surface fringing
(woodgrain) after processing and re-application to the block (in phase-conjugate recon-
struction).
Attempts to record holograms with the photosensitive layer toward the object beam
resulted in woodgrain induced by the additional interface caused by index matching liquid
needed to couple the film to the block. A solution to this problem might be found by using
DuPont mastering film, such as, HRF-750X131-20, which is designed to allow removal of
the cover sheet from both sides of the photopolymer. With this film, the birefringent layers
can be completely removed from the optical path. However, at the time of writing, this the-
ory has not been tested.
Regardless of the woodgrain-like problems observed, three-color reflection edgelit
His of a diffuser were recorded, reconstructed in phase-conjugate, and transferred into
transmission-mode edgelit H2s using this block recording method.
5.6 Results
5.6.1 Woodgrain reduction using photopolymer
Woodgrain was recognized early on as a major problem affecting the edgelit recording
technique [3, 5, 25, 39]. Solving this problem is the first step toward recording acceptable
edgelit display holograms, and DuPont photopolymer has helped solve woodgrain prob-
lems in the research reported here.This is related in-part or whole to the direct application
of the photosensitive layer to the block, and may be further aided by the self-induced
index matching phenomena described by Phillips et al.[31] and Coleman et al. [8].
PMMA and photopolymer incompatibility
It had been expected early on that PMMA would prove to be a good material for the
recording block. Unfortunately, when the PMMA block tested here was coupled to photo-
polymer materials, the author discovered unsettling side effects. Often the photopolymer
would delaminate from its substrate and bright images could not be obtained using the
PMMA block. Fortunately, the glass recording block that was fabricated worked very
well, and was found to be a superior material for use as a recording block.
The dim images observed when recording on PMMA were not caused by the vibra-
tional stability of the system. This was verified by slightly rotating the recording block so
as to obtain a steep-angled external reference beam (all other components were left in
place), and recording a conventional reflection hologram. The hologram was bright and
essentially normal, implying that the problem originated with the PMMA block. The fol-
lowing sections offer some theories that may explain PMMA's poor performance.
Thermal expansion
PMMA is a soft material that expands and contracts with temperature change. According
to PMMA manufacturer Polycast [29], their material expands -400nm / 1 cm for each 10 F
increase in temperature. Thus, a block 25.4 cm long will increase 10.2 pLm in length given
a 10 F temperature increase. As we know, if the reference or object path lengths change
(relative to each other) one quarter of a wavelength, 133nm in case of a 532 nm recording
wavelength, fringe contrast will be degraded and a dim hologram will be the result. In this
setup, if the temperature changes in excess of 0.0 130 F during the exposure, the block may
expand enough to cause a dim hologram.
Phase change caused by thermal expansion of optics is a commonly observed phe-
nomena when using high-powered short wavelength lasers and long exposure times typi-
cal of photoresist mastering. Optics in the optical path heat up and expand during
exposure, requiring active fringe locking to compensate for the effects. In the experiments
undertaken here, the 100mW laser used has more than twice the power of those used by
Birner [5] and Henrion [15], and its shorter wavelength packs more energy. These factors,
5.6.2
coupled with much longer exposure times (in some cases one-hundred times longer than
necessary for silver-halide materials) may explain why other researchers did not report
being affected by this phenomenon.
Chemical reaction
The other detrimental effect noted when using PMMA was the delamination (and destruc-
tion) of the photosensitive layer from the substrate after exposure. Overexposing the mate-
rial would sufficiently hardened it so as to facilitate release from the block, but this is an
undesirable solution. Mike Klug (in personal conversation) suggested that the monomers
in DuPont's photopolymer material may act as a solvent to bond it to the PMMA record-
ing block.This factor, monomer migration into the PMMA recording block, may also be a
cause for the dim imagery observed. A hard-coat on the PMMA material may solve this
problem, but this was not tested.
Birefringence and striations
When the recording block is illuminated with monochromatic light, striations (caused by
birefringence) can be observed near the major faces. Most plastics are slightly birefrin-
gent. PMMA is considered better than most; however, at the steep grazing angles used for
edgelit holography, the light must travel through a lot of material before reaching the pho-
tosensitive layer. It is possible that a little bit of birefringence does a lot of harm in the
edgelit hologram geometry.
5.6.3 Scaling and collimation
Collimation of the reference beam was a key factor that enabled scaling up the size of the
edgelit holograms reported in this research. One of the main problems in scaling edgelit
holograms, non-uniformity of the reference beam irradiance profile, was alleviated
because the collimating lens system provided enough distance from the source to allow an
average irradiance variation of 10% in the horizontal direction (across the recording
block's edge, x-axis) and 5% in the vertical direction (z-axis). A direct diverging playback
method would not be able to attain this level of variation without at least a meter of dis-
tance between the light source and the block (which would make the display stand far
from compact), or by attenuating the illumination light to remove the brightest areas of the
beam profile, which lowers the overall brightness of the display.
As predicted in Section 4.2.1, three-dimensional spatial and chromatic distortions
were also avoided by the use of a non-diverging collimated wavefront. In the largest
edgelit holograms (20.3 x 25.4 cm), there was slight image sway, but this can be attributed
to either imperfect collimation by the diverging collimating lens used and/or by imperfect
phase-conjugation. The spectral dispersion was, as measured by eye, limited to the y-axis.
The factors listed above, and the fact that collimation enables straightforward phase-con-
jugation of transfer (H2) holograms show that this technique is can be very useful for
edgelit holography.
5.6.4 Two-step transfers via phase-conjugation
As described above, edgelit holograms illuminated in phase-conjugation demonstrated no
obvious adverse effects or major problems when applied to the edgelit format. Applying
this technique to the edgelit hologram enables the use of conventional stereogram and
three-dimensional object recording techniques. Furthermore, by eliminating the interme-
diate master (H2) in the three-step technique, the image viewzone is increased, and pro-
duction time and money are saved. Finally, this technique enables the application of a
coupled H1-H2 edgelit recording technique.
5.6.5 Coupled HJ-H2 edgelit recording
This technique has demonstrated promise for two-step master-transfer edgelit holography.
However there are some technical difficulties that still need to be overcome. The direct
application of photopolymer to the recording block (which normally solves woodgrain
problems) was not conducive to good fringe contrast when used to record a reflection-
mode edgelit. The reason for this could be attributed to the fact that polarization of the
object light emanating from the diffuser is slightly depolarized; and when it passes
through the birefringent polyester substrate of the film, it is depolarized even more, which
causes loss of fringe contrast in local areas of the photosensitive layer, and a surface fring-
ing effect (similar to woodgrain) which affects image quality. When the image is trans-
ferred from the H1 to the H2, this effect causes the H2 hologram to have non-uniform
irradiance across the image area.
The root of this problem is most likely related to the birefringence of the polyester
substrate, and its biaxial characteristics (the polarization axis of this material is different
for each of its x, y, and z axes, so matching the predominant polarization axis of the sub-
strate with the polarization axis of the reference and object beams is a challenge). Simply
removing the substrate completely from the optical system, by using DuPont's photopoly-
mer "mastering" films (which allow removal of both substrate layers) may solve this prob-
lem. However, these materials were not tested in this work. Nevertheless, monochromatic
and full-color holographic diffusers were recorded using this technique. Aside from a
slight mottled irradiance uniformity, there did not appear to be any other problems or dis-
tortions inherent to this technique which would limit its future development.
5.6.6 Color
For evaluation, holograms were placed onto the display stand (Section 4.3.2) for illumina-
tion. Bandwidth was determined by measuring the full width of the diffraction efficiency
profile at 50% of the maximum diffraction efficiency using dichroic filters with 10 nm
increments. The output characteristics of the illumination source were not taken into
account for the measurements reported here.
One wavelength recording
The bandwidth of the transmission-mode edgelit holograms recorded with one wavelength
averaged 70 nm, which is close to the values predicted by Leith et al. [23], and obtained by
Henrion (Section 2.2.5, Table 1). However, the bandwidth was slightly higher than
expected, given the thicker recording material used here. This could be caused by inaccu-
racy in the bandwidth measurement technique used, or by the characteristics of the photo-
polymer recording material.
The edgelit holograms made with collimated reference and illumination beams dis-
persed light evenly about the y-axis, and did not indicate noticeable chromatic distortions.
Furthermore, there was no substantial lack of blue wavelength light. Bandwidth was
essentially centered about the recording wavelength (532 nm), and included a 490-560 nm
gamut.
As noted by Ueda et.al. [36], image blur of edgelit holograms can be reduced by uti-
lizing a rainbow (slit) master hologram. The transmission-mode H2s made using a con-
ventional transmission slit master allowed for a slightly larger aperture size (and more
parallax information) than would ordinarily be used for a conventional rainbow hologram,
but not enough for a full-aperture transfer. As suggested by Ueda et al., a thicker recording
layer (they recommend 29 Jtm--twice as thick as the 15 tm thick material used here) will
help achieve better wavelength selectivity and should allow recording of full-color full-
aperture transfers of imagery for white-light illumination.
Multi-wavelength recording
The transmission-mode edgelit holograms made here using three wavelengths had a total
bandwidth of about 220 nm, encompassing a color gamut of wavelengths between 660-
440 nm. Thus the individual colors are slightly too broad-band to achieve accurate Lipp-
mann color selectivity for most imaging applications; however, they prove acceptable for
Rainbow techniques and use as diffusers in applications such as an LCD back-light illumi-
nation, or a real-time display.
Broadband white-light source illumination is not recommend for reconstruction of
full-color imagery with full-parallax using the techniques reported here. However, if nar-
row-band light sources, i.e., laser diodes or light emitting diodes (LED), are used, these
holograms can be reconstructed with better wavelength selectivity and image blur charac-
teristics. Diode illumination was investigated during the course of this research, and pro-
vided a reduction in color blur that allowed reconstruction of deep imagery with little
color blur. Unfortunately, the diode source used was found to be not bright enough for use
in the display stand. However, brighter red, green and blue diode sources are continually
becoming available and could prove valuable as mixed wavelength illumination sources
for edgelit holography in future work.
5.6.7 Image qualification
Imagery was evaluated in terms of brightness, contrast and irradiance uniformity. For eval-
uation, holograms were placed onto the display stand (Section 4.3.2) for illumination, and
irradiance was measured using a Minolta Spotmeter.
Two-step rainbow transfer hologram
Figure 5.18 is a digital photograph of the 20 x 25 cm monochromatic two-step transfer
hologram (H2) described in Section 5.5.3. The H2 was mounted to a 25.4 x 25.4 x 5 cm
PMMA block using index matching fluid. The brightest spot on the image measured 30
foot-Lamberts; the contrast ratio (brightest:background) was found to be 19:1. The image
displayed smooth irradiance variation in the continuous-tone areas of the object.
Figure 5.18: Digital photograph of the 20 x 25 cm monochromatic two-step transfer hologram (H2)
(Section 5.5.3). The H2 was recorded using a conventional transmission master
(H1) with a 10 x 254 cm aperture.
There was a problem observed, apparently introduced by the transmission-mode
recording technique, that causes a dim double image of the object to be recorded. During
recording, object light passes through an air/recording block interface prior to exposing
the photosensitive layer (Figure 4.5). This light is back-reflected by the recording stack/air
interface, and again at the first interface. This causes a double image of the object to be
recorded, which is visible upon reconstruction. A technique suggested by Benton (in per-
sonal conversation) may solve this problem. It involves index matching a light absorbing
material onto the front (object side) face of the block to absorb this back-reflected light.
This technique could reduce the effect, but it was not tested here.
Multi-color diffusers
The following diffusers were recorded using the coupled H1-H2 technique (Section 5.4.2).
The average brightness of the transmission-mode edgelit transfer (H2) diffuser made with
a single wavelength (532 nm) laser beam was 17 foot-Lamberts. A contrast ratio of 11:1
was obtained.
The diffusers recorded with three-wavelengths had a brightness of 50 foot-Lambert, but
the contrast was only about 5:1 (the hologram was overexposed somewhat). As mentioned
above (Section 5.6.5), the problems encountered obtaining uniform irradiance profile
caused slight mottling of the light output distribution of the HI. This effect is mitigated
slightly in the transfer step, but it is still noticeable. There needs to be more development
work undertaken to eliminate this problem.
5.6.8 Summary of results
DuPont's new photopolymer recording materials reduced the effects of woodgrain in the
block recording geometry primarily because the surface tension of the photopolymer
allows direct application of the photosensitive layer to the block. However, the interaction
between the photopolymer's monomers and PMMA, along with other physical character-
istics, caused many problems, resulting in the abandonment of PMMA as a recording
block. BK-7 glass was found to be a superior material, and provided a robust recording
block.
Collimation and phase-conjugation were key factors for enabling the size increase of
the edgelit holograms made here. Collimation helped reduce irradiance non-uniformity,
spatial and chromatic distortions, and enabled the use of phase-conjugate image recon-
struction techniques. In turn, phase-conjugate image reconstruction allowed the use of
standard two-step recording techniques to achieve edgelit holograms without the usual
intermediate master. Furthermore, collimation and phase-conjugate reconstruction meth-
ods enabled development of a coupled edgelit H1-H2 recording technique which provides
a simple method of making transfer edgelit holograms. However, it must be noted that
problems are caused by the birefringent (and biaxial) polyester substrate of DuPont photo-
polymer when recording the reflection-mode edgelit Hlneeded for this technique. How-
ever, there are other recording materials available from DuPont which may solve this
problem.
Color control was also facilitated by the use of a collimated reference beam. Light
was dispersed by the transmission-mode edgelit holograms uniformly over the vertical
axis and had a fairly narrow bandwidth (compared to a conventional transmission holo-
gram). This suggests that good color registration using rainbow color mixing techniques
can be achieved. However, the bandwidth measured here indicated that Bragg color selec-
tion characteristics are not adequate for providing Lippmann color control using white-
light illumination sources. However, the bandwidth should be adequate if narrow-band
mixed-color illumination sources are used for illumination.
Chapter 6
Conclusion
This research has extended the size capability of the edgelit display holograms by produc-
ing 20.3 x 25.4 cm (8 x10 in) images, 400% larger than previously reported. A collimated
reference/illumination beam, and phase-conjugate image reconstruction techniques were
developed and utilized to obtain the results of this research. Two-step transfer edgelit holo-
grams of diffusers and a three-dimensional objects were recorded using conventional
transmission Hls. In addition, full-color and narrow-band holographic diffusers were
recorded using conventional reflection Hls, and reflection-mode edgelit Hls.
DuPont's photopolymer has proven to be a great asset when used for the edgelit
holography reported here. The surface tension of this material allowed direct application
of the photosensitive layer to the recording block and virtually eliminated the woodgrain
effects which have plagued the edgelit technique since its invention. Furthermore, the pan-
chromatic characteristics of this material has produced bright full-color edgelit holograms,
and offers encouragement for the future of edgelit holography.
The decision to use a collimated wavefront for the reference beam was key factor for
increasing the size of the edgelit hologram's imaging capability. Collimating the reference
and illumination light reduces the irradiance non-uniformities which affect direct diverg-
ing-source illumination techniques when image size is scaled up. The distance required to
collimate the illumination light for the display stand is increased (over direct illumination
methods); and the optics needed to collimate the illumination beam increase the cost of the
display stand, but these factors are balanced by the benefits realized by collimation.
Collimation also allows convenient phase-conjugate illumination of edgelit holo-
grams. The ability to correctly illuminate edgelit holograms in phase-conjugate enables
the production edgelit transfer holograms of three-dimensional objects in two-steps
instead of the usual three. Another technique developed during the course of this research
is a coupled H1-H2 recording method which allows for a compact, vibrationally-stable,
and efficient transfer hologram recording method. This technique could prove useful for
the mass-production of edgelit holographic stereograms and diffusers.
6.2 Future work
Several practical problems have plagued conventional reflection and transmission hologra-
phy since their invention. These include the need for a special external light source, and
the image blurring due to the size of typical sources and extraneous light in the display
environment. The compact illumination geometry and small footprint of edgelit hologram
displays have been shown to reduce the effects of those problems, but several other prob-
lems remain, such as the attainment of images in sizes useful for practical displays and
full-color images with full-parallax information.
This research has demonstrated that edgelit holograms can be scaled up to sizes of
current interest for display holography by the use of simple but careful techniques, and
that new DuPont photopolymer recording films reduce improve image quality (by reduc-
ing woodgrain) and make possible full-color edgelit holograms at that size.
There are still many problems to overcome. For example, the size of edgelit holo-
grams must be increased still further to meet the growing expectations of the display mar-
ket and the attainment of full-color images with full-parallax is needed. Holographic
diffusers are finding increasing use in display applications as liquid crystal display (LCD)
illuminators. Development of low-cost full-color edgelit holographic LCD illuminators
could prove to be very useful to the display industry. Solving these problems will require
much work, and perhaps still newer techniques for hologram recording. Once those ques-
tions are answered, the extension of the edgelit technique to holographic stereograms,
pulsed-laser imaging, and real-time displays will follow.
When large-area, full-color edgelit display holograms are at last made available to
the public, perhaps the imaging potential of this medium will be realized and holography
will become an more accepted tool for scientific, architectural and commercial displays.
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